The authors develop a calculus of pseudodifferential operators with nonsmooth coefficients in order to study the regularity of solutions to linear equations P(x, D)u = /. The regularity theorems are similar to those of Bony, but the calculus and the methods of proof are quite different. We apply the linear results to study the regularity properties of solutions to quasilinear partial differential equations.
Introduction.
In this paper we continue our study of the regularity of solutions of P(x, D)u = f where P(x, D) is a nonsmooth pseudodifferential operator. In [1] , a simple commutator lemma and Rauch's Lemma allowed us to prove a microlocal propagation of regularity theorem, analogous to Hörmander's theorem, in the case where the highest order term of P(x, D) is a smooth classical pseudodifferential operator. We then showed how this result could be applied to semilinear partial differential equations. In this paper we develop a calculus to handle the situation when the highest order term of P(x, D) is nonsmooth and apply the results to quasilinear partial differential equations. Our results for quasilinear equations are similar to those of Bony [4] , but our methods are quite different. Bony uses the Littlewood-Paley theory and the machinery of paradifferential operators. We develop a simple calculus for certain classes of nonsmooth symbols which is analogous to the classical calculus of pseudodifferential operators except that, because of limited regularity, expansions have only finitely many terms. We believe that the calculus and linear theorems which we develop will be useful in a variety of other contexts.
In §1 we introduce a class of nonsmooth symbols and develop a partial calculus. Very general symbol classes typically yield weak theorems which do not give very much information in applications. Very restricted symbol classes may handle specific applications but are unlikely to be of general use. We have attempted to avoid both of these pitfalls by defining symbol classes which are simple, which yield the information we want in our nonlinear applications, but which are sufficiently general that they may be useful in other contexts. They are the microlocal analogue of classes of symbols with "rough coefficients" which have been used previously in the context of elliptic equations; see for example Beals, Fefferman and Grossman In §2, we apply the calculus to give an easy proof of a regularity theorem for elliptic operators with nonsmooth coefficients. The disadvantage of the result is that we can only deal with coefficients in appropriate Ha spaces for s > n/2 and the hypotheses and conclusions are all in terms of the L2 category. The advantage, besides the ease of proof, is that our theorem applies in all space dimensions and to elliptic operators of any order. For comparisons with the standard theory, see Gilbarg and Trudinger [6] .
In [1] , our proof of the analogue of Hörmander's theorem on the propagation of singularities followed the outline in Hörmander [7] and Nirenberg [9] . That method was possible because the highest order symbol was smooth, so that a microlocal cutoff bo (x, £) G Sxo could be found such that the principal symbol of the commutator [bo,pm[x, D)] vanished. If pm is nonsmooth then a smooth 6o will not satisfy this restriction. However, as noted by Bony, the strong Gârding inequality allows the choice of a 6n satisfying weaker conditions. We thus begin §3 by proving the strong Gârding inequality for symbols in the classes introduced in §1. We then follow the general approach of Hörmander [8] in proving the microlocal propagation of regularity results. The key technical tool is the partial calculus developed in §1.
In §4 we show how the linear results of §1, 2 and 3 can be used in nonlinear problems. First, we apply them to general quasilinear partial differential equations (Theorem 4.1). Then we consider the example utt -^2bij(Vu)didjU = 0 in detail. Finally, we treat the coupled elliptic-hyperbolic quasilinear system 2ai3(u)did3v = g(u,v), utt -^2bij(v)didjU = f(u,v).
The analysis of these examples makes clear the necessity of the microlocal hypotheses and conclusions in the linear theorems developed in this paper.
It is appropriate to conclude this Introduction with some general remarks about the usefulness of the methods of this paper in nonlinear problems. First of all, it is known that in a variety of special situations singularities do not interact and spread to the extent permitted by the general theorems of this paper. These special situations include: one space dimension, Rauch and Reed [12] ; special initial data, Bony [3] , Rauch and Reed [13] ; special structural conditions on nonlinear terms, Rauch and Reed [11] .
Secondly, the great drawback of the Fourier analytic methods of this paper in nonlinear problems is that to use the methods solutions must be in Hs for appropriate s > n/2. Fourier analysis takes place most naturally in the L2 category and it is difficult to build a general machine for controlling (u2)^-û*û if û is not in L1 (hence s > n/2). But many questions about nonlinear partial differential equations are naturally posed in non-L2 categories and many interesting phenomena (like shocks) guarantee that some important solutions will be in Hs for s < n/2. These questions and solutions cannot be analyzed by the methods of this paper. We can only treat relatively weak singularities.
Nevertheless, there are many interesting phenomena in the creation, interaction, and spreading of these weak singularities. We have tried to show, in this paper and its predecessor [1] , that the ideas of Fourier analysis and classical pseudodifferential operators can be extended naturally to nonsmooth categories of symbols and then applied to certain aspects of these nonlinear problems.
A calculus for nonsmooth
operators. DEFINITION 1.1. We will say that a distribution u is in Hsf\Hml(xo, £o) if there exist 4>(x) G Co°(Rn) with (p(xo) ^ 0 and a conic neighborhood K of £o in Rn \ {0} such that <0a(#H0eL2(R") and (ÖrXJc(0(^H0€La(RB).
If 7 is a closed set in T*(R") \ 0, we shall say that u G Hs n Hml(^) if u G Hs n Hml(x, 0 for all (x, £) G 7. We always set (£)2 = 1 + ¿ £?.
Nonsmooth operators of the form a(x)p(x,D), where a(x) E Hs d Hml(^) and p(x, £) G S™0 is a smooth symbol, are typical of those arising in nonlinear applications. If a(x) G Hs+k n Hm\k(^) and p(x, D) is a partial differential operator of order k, then the composed operator p(x, D) o a(x) has a symbol with the finite expansion ^|Q|<fc(l/a!)D£a(x)c>£p(a;, £), which is a sum of symbols with coefficients in jfs+fe-lal n H^ (7). But if p(x, £) is pseudodifferential, the usual complete asymptotic expansion p o a(x, £) ~ ^2a(I/a\)Dxa(x)dfp(x, £) cannot be taken, since for |a| > k the coefficients no longer have the desired smoothness of at least Hs n Hml(~i). Therefore we break off the expansion at step k, and set r(x,i)=poa(x,ï)-Y, ¿ß?a(x)d£p(x,0-|a|<fc Such remainders will not in general be of the form a(x)p(x, £). Thus we define a symbol class (with very weak hypotheses on the behavior in £) which will include such remainders. DEFINITION 1.2. 5m;s'r(7) is the collection of symbols a(x, £), smooth in £, such
as a function of x, uniformly in £. In other words, for each (xo,z?o) G 7 there exist (¡>(x) G Co°(Rn) with (p(xo) t¿ 0 and a conic neighborhood K of »70 such that (v)s(<t>ar(ri,0/(0m£L2(dr)) and (v)rXK(v)(<l>ar(r,,c:)/(0meL2(dV) with norms independent of £• Classes of nonsmooth symbols with local rather than microlocal assumptions in x and conditions on £ derivatives are used, for example, in Taylor [14, Chapter IV, §5] . But the minimal hypotheses of Definition 1.2 are sufficient for many purposes, in particular for proving that operators of order zero are bounded on H3 n Erml (7) for appropriate s and r. Now let if be a conic neighborhood of £0, where (xo,£o) G 7, which is small enough so that the estimates in Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 hold for u and a on K. Let K be a strictly smaller conic neighborhood (denoted K CC K from now on). We must show (1.5) XR(v)(ri)r-m(aur(r,)eL2.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use RAUCH'S LEMMA. H" n Hml(i) is an algebra for n/2 < s < r < 2s -n/2.
Also, by writing a(x, 0 = (o(x, 0(Om)(O-m> we see that Theorem 1.3 implies that the operators in 50;s'r(7) are bounded on H3'm n H^d) for 0 < m < s. We now develop a partial calculus for the operators with symbols as in Definition 1.2. It is useful to keep in mind for motivation two cases which arise in applications. We often wish to compose with an operator of low order, say a microlocal cutoff of order zero or the operator corresponding to the reciprocal of a microlocally elliptic symbol. In this instance, it is useful to allow both of the symbols to be composed to be nonsmooth. On the other hand, in hyperbolic problems the symmetrization procedure makes it necessary to commute nonsmooth operators with operators like Ar, where A has symbol (£). For these higher order operators it is only necessary to consider compositions in which the factor on the left has a smooth symbol. LEMMA 1.5. Let n/2 < s < r <2s -n/2, let k > 0 be an integer, and assume that a(x,0 G smi'+k'r+k{i) and d%b(x,Ç) G Sfc-M;s'r(7) for \a\ < k. Then Proof.
On the other hand, 
7=1
Since d<*(b(x,0tî~j) G S*-¿-Mw (7) for |Q| < k-j and (D3xa)(x,0^ïk G gm;s+k-j,r+k-jí^^ foe result follows immediately from Lemma 1.5. D LEMMA 1.7. Let n/2 < s < r < 2s -n/2, p > 0, and let k > 0 be an Since b(x,0£i~3 G Sffî'3', and Z^o(i,0Crfc e 5m;s+fc-^r+fc-J(7), the result follows immediately. D The class of standard symbols, which includes all of those arising in the nonlinear problems to be considered below as well as appropriate expansions and remainders as given in the calculus lemmas above, may now be defined. DEFINITION 1.9. For fc > 0 an integer, s™+k''"+k'r+k(i) consists of those sym-
where am(x, £) G 5m;s-r (7) and, for 0 < j < fc, am+j(x, 0 = E ijAx)Pm+j,i{x, 0 with aj,t{x) G Ha+3 n ff£'' (7) and Pm+j,i(x, 0 £ S#*.
One can easily see that gm-rk;s+k,r-rk/ \ ^ gm+k;s+k,r+kí \ , gm+k-l;s+k-l,r+k-l/ \ + ■■■ + Sm;s-r(7) c 5m+fc;a'r(7).
And, since {Ha+k n H^m ■ {Ha+3 n fl#(Tf)} c ffa+> n 7^ (7) for 0 < j< fc, n/2 < s < r < 2s -n/2, it follows that for such s, r, the product of an element of s%+k'a+k>r+k(1) with an element of S^t+k'a+k'r+k(1) is in gm+p+2k;s+k,r+k^y The ugefm features of the cajcuius 0f operators with these symbols are summarized below, extending the commutator lemma (corresponding to the case fc = 1) of [1] . THEOREM 1.10. Let n/2 < s < r < 2s -n/2 and let k > 0 be an integer. Assume that a(x, 0 G s^+k's+k'r+k(1).
where r,f G Sm+*a-r(7) and p, p G S^0. In applications, the case fc = 1 is used when only the principal symbol of the composition of two operators is of concern, for instance as in [1] or when inverting in microlocally elliptic directions. But in general hyperbolic problems, the principal symbol of the commutator of certain operators must be kept under control (see Hörmander [8] , Nirenberg [9] ). Thus the terms of next lower order in the expansion of the compostions must be retained, corresponding to the case fc = 2 above.
The assumptions in Lemmas 1.5 and 1.7 are optimal in the sense that, if fc terms in the expansion for the composition axe kept and the remainder is to be bounded on the appropriate H3 n Hml (7) bounded on H3 n Hml{~f) only if j > I (and n/2 < s < r < 2s -n/2). On the other hand, if s is not too much larger than n/2 and only the local spaces H3 are involved, rather than the microlocal spaces, then the smoothness hypotheses for the analogue of Corollary 1.8 (and of Corollary 1.6, though this property will not be needed) may be relaxed. The conclusions will be weaker, implying for example that
has order less than one, rather than order zero as for classical pseudodifferential operators. DEFINITION 1.11. Let Sm'a(U) for U C Rn denote the space of symbols as in Definition 1.2 without the microlocal hypotheses, that is, Sm;s(f7) = Sm;s'a(r/xRn\0). LEMMA 1.12. Let n/2 < s < n/2 + 1, p > 0, and let fc > 1 be an integer.
Assume that a(x,0 G S">+*¡«+*-i([/) and b(x,0 G 5f0. Ifboa(x,0 is the symbol of the composed operator b(x, D)a(x, D), then for 0 < 6 < s -n/2 there are symbols r,f G Sm+1~s'3~s(U) and p,pE Sx0 satisfying
Moreover, if p, -0 and 6 > 1/2, there are symbols ro G Sm+6;s~s(U) and po G S¡q26 such that the remainder above equals po(x,D)ro(x,D).
In particular, for m -p -0the remainder operator maps H3oc(U) to HXoc1+ (U).
PROOF. In order to prove the last statement, notice that if s < (n + l)/2, it follows that s -6 > s -I + S, and since r,f G S1_í;s_í (Í7), by Theorem 1.3, r and
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use f map Hx3oc(U) to H3-1+6(U). On the other hand, r0: Hfoc(U) -* H3~S(U) and p0(x, D): Hxa-cs(U) -► Ha-C1+6(U), so the case (n +1)/2 < s < n/2 +1 also follows. We shall prove first the analogue of the strong Gârding inequality for symbols in 5m;s(i7). The proof is particularly simple because very few conditions need to be checked to verify that remainders are in S0'3. We now prove the main result on propagation of singularities for equations with nonsmooth coefficients. As in the smooth case, the key ingredient is the microlocal cutoff which reduces the microlocal problem to a local one. We note that if a(x, 0 G S™+ 's+ (U) has real principal symbol am+2(x,t) homogeneous in £ of degree m + 2 and s > n/2, then by Sobolev's lemma, Vxom+2 eC'([/xR"\ {0}) and V^om+2 G G2(/7xR™\{0}). Thus, if U is a small neighborhood of the characteristic point (xo, to) of am+2, there is in U x R" \ {0} a unique C2 null bicharacteristic 7 of am+2 through (xo, to) defined by the equations x = V^am+2, t --Vxam+2. THEOREM 3.2. Let n/2 < s < r < 2s -n/2. Assume that a(x,£)GSsr2;a+2'r+2 (7) has real principal symbol am+2 which is homogeneous of degree m+ 2 in t, and that 7 is the null bicharacteristic through the characteristic point (xo,to)-If'-(i)«€fr'+"»nfl£"'(7),
(ii) v G H3+m n i/;+m+£(xo, eo) for some 0 < e < 1, (iii) / G #s 0^, (7), (ii) V G ff^íTo), and to estimate \\v\\ht r^. Here a > 0, r -1 + a/2 <f<r -1 + £, and we can assume that a < 1.
If the Hamiltonian vector field Hai is zero at (xo,£o), 7 is the point (xo,£o), while if Hai has the radial cotangent direction, 7 is the ray (xo,rto), z* > 0. In either case nothing needs to be proven, so we assume that Hai is neither zero nor radial.
Following Bony [4, §6] , we can find (since Oi G G2) a bf(x, t) G Sxo which is It follows that there are symbols b2f,e2f G 52q with £z2f supported on r0, e2f supported on T and elliptic on 7, such that
Note that the principal symbol of (
Thus, Since r > f -1 + a/2, and f -a/2 > f -1 + a/2, Theorem 1.3 and the hypothesis on v are easily seen to imply that \(borA.r~a/2v, boA.r~a/2v)\ < C. And from (3.10), (3.9), the calculus of smooth pseudodifferential operators, and the properties of bo, we conclude that
-k-f+a'2(Mb*fbf + b2f -e2f)k~f+a/2 } x boA.f~a/2v,boA.f-a/2v ) < C since Haib2(x, t) -Haib2(x, t)bo(x, 0-The operator in braces has symbol {\Haib2f -Mb2+b2f -e2f) (x, o<er2f+a e ^s+i''-+i(r) c s:r/2+s+2a(u)
for small 6 > 0, since r > s and we can assume that 2a < s + I -n/2. Moreover, the principal symbol is nonnegative by (3.9). Since bo(x, D)h.T~a/2v G H° by the hypotheses on v, and we can assume that ízo(x, 0 has compact x-support, Lemma 3.1 and (3.11) imply that
Thus the norm of v in Hml(^) depends only on the norms of a, v and / in the hypotheses. G
The final linear propagation result to be considered, with local instead of microlocal hypotheses, treats the case where 5 is near n/2, and is the analogue of Theorem 2 in [1] . For a(x, t) G S™+2'S+Í(U) with real homogeneous principal symbol and n/2 < 3, Vxam+2 G Cs for small 6 > 0, so if U is a small neighborhood of the characteristic point (x0, to) of om+2 there is a C1+s null bicharacteristic 7
(possibly not unique) of am+2 through (xo, to)-THEOREM 3.3. Let n/2 < s < n/2 + 1. Assume that a(x,t) G S£+2'S+1(U) has real principal symbol am+2 homogeneous of degree m + 2 and that the null bicharacteristic 7 through (xo, to) is unique. If
(ii) v G Jï^rn+£(xo, to) for some e<s-n/2, In this section we show how Theorems 2.1, 3.2 and 3.3 can be combined with a simple iteration argument to yield information about the propagation of weak singularities in quasilinear hyperbolic equations. We refer to the singularities as weak since we must assume that our solutions are H" for some a > n/2. Therefore shocks are not permitted. Thus these results describe the propagation of weak singularities in regions away from shocks, or, if the data are relatively smooth, in all of Rn before the onset of shocks.
We will study quasilinear equations of order p = m + 2, m > -I: Since u G Ha+'i+1, we have p G G2. Thus for each x0 G 0 and to G Rn \ {0} such that p(x0, to) -0, the solution of x(i) = V^p(x, t), x(0) = xo, t{t) --Vxp(x, t), t(0) = to is a well-defined bicharacteristic strip, at least for small t. let 7 denote a compact connected piece of this bicharacteristic strip containing (xo,to) so that the projection of 7 onto its first coordinates lies entirely within 0. We know by hypothesis that u G H3+ti+1(0). The question we wish to answer is this: suppose that, in addition, we are given that u G H^^ (po) at po = (xo, £0) G 7 for some r > s. When will it be true that u G ff^M+2 at pi for all pi G 7?
We cannot apply Theorem 3.2 directly to (4.1) because the coefficients ba and / are not smooth enough compared to u. We get around this difficulty by differentiating the equation. Let d be a first order constant coefficient partial differential operator such that po ^ Char d. Then p £ Char d for all p G M n 7 where M is a neighborhood of po-If we can propagate improved regularity along M n 7, then, by piecing together finitely many such arcs we can propagate along all of 7. Thus we may assume without loss that p G' Chare* for all p G 7. We now apply d to (4.1) three times, obtaining successively equations of the form Thus, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are fulfilled so we conclude that (4.12) «;Gff;r+1W, uGff^+2(7). Now we can use Rauch's Lemma again to improve the microlocal regularity of the coefficients and then use Theorem 3.2 again, as long as r < 2s -n/2. We have thus proven the following theorem in the case o = s + I > n/2 + 1. REMARK. If o > n/2 + 1, the null bicharacteristic strip is unique. If n/2 < o < n/2 + 1, we assume that it is unique.
PROOF. It remains to handle the case where n/2 < o < n/2 + l. In this case we may not differentiate the equation three times since that would result in products of the form <f>i(p2 where (pi G ffs for s < n/2. We can, however, differentiate with Suppose that (4.13) has a solution u G H°+2, o > n/2, in a region R whose domain of dependence contains a ball B at t = 0 (see Figure 4 .1). We suppose that 53 bij(Vu)ti£j > c\t\2 and that the initial data are in Ha+2 overall, but C°°o utside of B. What further regularity properties of u can we derive? Since Vu is G1, there is a well-defined forward characteristic hypersurface emanating from each point of B. On the union of these hypersurfaces, denoted by II in Figure 4 .1, we do not expect the solution to be better than Ha+2. In region I the solution is G°° by finite propagation speed. Consider a point xi in region III. By applying Theorem 4.1 on the backward bicharacteristic curves from xi (for example, from xi to xo), we see that (4.14) u€H°+2nH%-n/2+2-e(xuti)
for any characteristic direction ti at xi and any e > 0.
C°° x° h°*! C00 Since this is true for any elliptic direction £2, (4.15) and (4.14) imply that u G 2jmm{<T+3,2<r-n/2+2-e} at Xl If CT + 3 < 2<t -n/2 + 2 -e we can simply apply the above procedure again to conclude that u G ffa+3 n ff£j~4(xi, £2) for elliptic directions t2-We can continue to apply Theorem 2.1 to improve the regularity in elliptic directions until it is better than the regularity in the characteristic directions, so we find that u G #2CT-n/2+2-e at Xi g region ni for all s > 0. In the linear case, u would be G°° in region III. In the quasilinear case, the interaction of the singularities on the characteristic hypersurfaces in region II produces, in general, new weak singularities which propagate into region III. We have shown that these new singularities have strength at most ff2er-n/2+2-e EXAMPLE 2 (A COUPLED ELLIPTIC-HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM). We will show how to use Theorems 2.1, 4.1, and Rauch's Lemma to derive regularity results for the system We suppose that ai3, bi3, g, f are G°° functions and that it and v are ffCT+1 solutions of (4.16), (4.17), a > n/2, in a region R as in Example 1 and Figure 4 .1. We suppose that EM")e<e;>c(i+iei2), E6*7fa)&o>c(i + iei2)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use in R so that (4.16) and (4.17) are elliptic and hyperbolic, respectively. As in Example 1, we assume that the data at t -0 for (4.17) is ffCT+1 overall and C°°o utside the ball B, and ask what improved regularity for it and v holds. In region II, the union of forward light "cones" from B, we do not expect u to be better than ffCT+1; by Theorem 2.2, v is in ffCT+3 there. In region I, both u and v must be C°° by the following simple iteration argument: First improve v locally using (4.16) and Theorem 2.2; then improve it locally by using (4.17) and a domain of dependence argument (or as in Example 1); now improve v again and so forth.
Let xi be a point in region III and let ti be a characteristic direction for (4.17) at Xi. Let 7 be the backward bicharacteristic strip through (xi, £i); the corresponding bicharacteristic curve from xo to xi is depicted in Figure 4 .1. We improve the microlocal regularity of u and v on 7 by a three-step process: suppose by induction that u G H"+1 n ff^l1 (7) and v G ff<T+3 n Hm]2(1), where p < 2a -n/2.
(i) We improve the microlocal regularity of v on 7 by using (4.16) and Theorem 2.1 (the microlocal elliptic theorem) twice. Differentiation of (4.16) yields a(x, D)w = h, where w = A2v G H" n ff^fr), a G SJf+1,p+1, h G ff" n ff^fr).
Hence w G ff^fr), and v G /F+3 n ff^i/y).
(ii) Because of (i) and Rauch's Lemma, bi3(v) has been improved along 7. We can therefore improve the microlocal regularity of it on 7 by using Theorem 3.2 (the microlocal hyperbolic propagation theorem) and (4.17). We have b(x,D)u = f, where b G s2;(°+1)+2'{p+1)+2, u,f G ffCT+1 n ff^i/y), and therefore u G H"+1 n Kfh)-(iii) Since u and v have both been improved along 7, we can use Rauch's Lemma to improve f(u,v),g (u,v) and üí3(u). Since aij(u) and g(u, v) are improved on 7 we can return to (i) and improve v further. We can continue this process until it is no longer possible to improve o-i3(u), f, g because the hypotheses of Rauch's Lemma are no longer satisfied. We conclude that (4.18) it G H°+1 n ff£Tn/2+2~£(7), v G ff"+3 n ff2nrn/2+3_£ (7) for all e > 0.
Suppose now that £2 is a noncharacteristic direction for (4.17) at x\. We then improve u and v microlocally at (x\, t2) by using the equations (4.16), (4.17) and Theorem 2.1 as we did in Example 1: ueH°+inH2°-n/2+2-£(Xl,t2), [ ' J t;elir+snffa*-B/a+s-«(a:i16).
From (4.18) and (4.19) we have uGH2o-n/2+2-e ^ v e H2o-n/2+3-e &% f or all £ > 0.
Notice that it is important in this example that the hypotheses of the elliptic regularity theorem permit microlocal hypotheses on the coefficients. The coefficient aij(u) will never be better than H" locally in region II. But it can be improved microlocally which allows us to improve v microlocally and so forth. We remark
